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INTRODUCTION
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In today’s OTR tire market, retreading has become
the ultimate value in the tire industry.
Because of the cost of new
tires, customers are now
depending on retreading for
their new choice of
replacement tires.
There is no better time than
now to expand our
business and introduce the
benefits of retreading to
those that have never
experienced it.

An Industry Leader
RDH Tire is an industry leader in “Off the Highway” retreading and repairing. We offer our
dealers a variety of retread products and repair options that can be designed to fit virtually any
customer need.

Commitment to Our Customers
We strive to provide the highest quality retreading
and repair services, as well as best in class
processes in the O.T.R. industry.
We provide service to our customers efficiently,
courteously, and quickly while always
understanding their needs and exceeding their
expectations.
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800-228-4730 business
704-278-1709 fax
rdhtire.com

1315 Redmon Road • Cleveland, NC 27013

“Our
production
plant generates
60+ tires
per day.”

OUR COMPANY
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RDH Tire & Retread Co. was founded in 1987.
Since that time, RDH has become one of the industry leaders in “Off the
Highway” retreading and repairing.

Our Services
Our service offerings include retreading, mount and dismount, and freight
services. We maintain a wide selection of used tires and casings, and we also
have Tyrfil, Solid Tire and Sidewall Protector services available.

FUTURE GROWTH
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Our successful growth over the past 26 years
is directly related to the solid partnerships forged with our customers through
the integrity of our products and services and our dedication to excellent
customer service and support.

“Being
courteous,
efficient and
timely will
produce the
best products
in the
industry.”

FUTURE GROWTH
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Retreading Equipment

“RDH Tire and
Retread Co.
utilizes 8
tractor &
trailers that
service the
eastern half of
the United
States.”

We have capabilities of retreading and repairing
all size tires up to 60/80R57 and 59/80R63.
Investing in new, modern equipment for our
retread process is part of our commitment to our
customers. RDH will continue to produce the
highest level of quality in retreading and
repairing, with excellent service as a leader in
the industry.

Expanding Service Coverage
RDH will be expanding it's fleet of tractor trailers
in response to increased production and
customer need. We can cover more states and
assure faster response time for product delivery
and pickup.

Adding Space Capabilities
Our recent expansion includes a 50,000 sq ft
building, allowing room for additional equipment
and a more efficient organizational approach. By
increasing our size and production capabilities,
we service our customers better with excellent
product in a more timely manner.

THE RETREADING PROCESS
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Initial Inspection

Tires are inspected thoroughly for
punctures, cuts, and any type of
separation. All repairs are marked, and the
tire is then approved to continue to the next
station. If the tire does not pass our
standards for repairing and retreading, it is
then rejected and sent back to the dealer.

2

Buffing

Tires are de-treaded and buffed to remove their
old, worn tread design. Our computerized buffer is
programmed to buff each tire to precise uniformity,
constant radius, and undertread thickness.
Although our buffer has a computerized
measurement system, our operator also uses a
manual tape to insure correct measurements.

3

Skiving

The buffed surface is inspected for any hidden
defects that would prevent the tire from being
retreaded or repaired. An air tool is used to seek
out any cuts or penetrations in the buffed surface.
The damage is removed leaving a smooth texture
without scorching the rubber surface. Any
damaged wire filament is removed with an
aluminum oxide grindstone mounted in a high
speed drill.

4

Filling

The skived areas are filled with a
special rubber compound and trimmed
flush with the casing. On repaired
tires, the injuries are rebuilt to their
original size and trimmed to match the
construction of the tire.

THE RETREADING PROCESS
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Repairs

Our repairs follow strict guidelines set by the
O.E. Tire Manufacturers on repair limitations and
by our suppliers. When cured by heat and
pressure, these repairs provide the maximum
adhesion available while maintaining its flexibility.

6

Customized Retreading

All of our customized systems of
retreading are cured in open steam chambers The
temperature, pressure, and time are precisely
calculated for the size, type, and thickness of the
casing and tread. This method of vulcanization
minimizes the negative effects of overcure of the
outer tread and does not create any stress or
distortion within the tire casing. Various tread
compounds are available in all our customized
systems of retreading. We can provide a wide
range of compounds to meet any job requirement.

7

Grooving

Computer program process in which the tire is
grooved to create the desired tread design.
These programs are created based on tire
size, tread depth, and tread design.

8

Before Cure Inspection

In this process, the tire is inspected and any
excess rubber is trimmed off and sealed to
prepare it for the curing process.

THE RETREADING PROCESS
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9

Curing

After the tire passes through its last
visual inspection, it is put into the
chamber where it will cure at 265
degrees and 80 psi for a predetermined
amount of time, based on the amount of
rubber added to the casing. All of our
chambers are controlled by a
computerized program to insure that
each tire is cured properly.

10

Final Prep

When tires exit the chambers,
all spot repairs need to be
buffed and trimmed down to
the contour of the tire. After
this process is completed, the
tire is then painted and sent
to final inspection.

11

Final Inspection

This is the last step in our quality control
process, and it insures that the tire has
been inspected both inside and outside
for missed cuts, punctures, and any
separation that could have occurred
during the curing process. Retreads are
inspected and the tread depth checked.
After approval of these conditions, the
tire is then ready for shipment back to
the customer.

THE RETREADING PROCESS
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Marangoni System
(M-Lug)
The state of the art system
for retreading O.T.R. tires.
Tires produced using this
system are de-treaded,
buffed, built, and the tread
designs grooved on airinflated hubs. These
groovers are fully automatic
and controlled by a C.N.C.
computer, which can store up
to 600 programs and are
designed for complete
interface of the buffingbuilding and cutting
procedures. This system
insures that your tires are
retreaded to a precise radius,
diameter, and tread depth
specifications.

COMPUTER CUT TREAD SYSTEM
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Groover
Upon completion of the M-Lug and G-Lug tire building process, the tire is taken
to the Grooving department, where the tread is designed and cut into the rubber
by a computer controlled groover.

TREAD DESIGN
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RDH provides a wide variety of retread products that can be
designed to accommodate any customer needs. We offer a
complete compliment of tread designs, tread depths, and custom
tread compounds.

E Lug - 702

G Lug - 601

G Lug - 602

G Lug - 604

G Lug - 605

G Lug - 606 (XHA)

G Lug - 607

G Lug - 608

G Lug - 613 (XLDD)

G Lug Half Trac

M Lug - 600

M Lug - 601

M Lug - 604

M Lug - 605

M Lug - 606 (XHA)

M Lug - 607

M Lug - 608

M Lug - 609

M Lug - 614 (XADN)

M Lug - 615 (GP2B)

M Lug - 617 (VZTS) M Lug - 618 (XDR)

M Lug - 625

M Lug XZM

M Lug - Rib

MOLD CAP DESIGNS
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CALL FOR SIZES

LD HD L5

LD L5

LD LOADER GRADER L2

LD 150 HT L4

LD 150 L4

LD 150 SS L4S

ND SUPER LCM E3/E4

R LUG E3

SRG EL3/EL4

VRLS

XDT

XGLA

XH E3

XH E4

XR

“Providing the highest quality
retreading and repair services.”

RDH WARRANTY
49 Inch and Below
Every Off-the-Highway retread and/or repair of our manufacture is warranted to be free from defects in
workmanship and materials. After tire is worn 20% and casing fails, there is no warranty. After purchased
cap and casing is 50% worn and casing fails, there is no warranty. We do not warrant the cord body of Offthe-Highway tires. If our examination reveals the tire has failed under the terms of this warranty, we will
either repair the tire or make a reasonable allowance on a service-rendered basis measured according to
treat wear. Off-the-Highway repairs of our manufacture are warranted for a period of twelve (12) months
from date of manufacture, regardless of length of time in service.
51 Inch and Above
Every Off-the-Highway related and/or repair of our manufacture is warranted to be free from defects in
workmanship and materials. After tire is worn 20% and casing fails, there is no warranty. After purchased
cap and casing is 50% worn and casing fails, there is no warranty. We do not warrant the cord body of Offthe-Highway tires. If our examination reveals the tire has failed under the terms of this warranty, we will
either repair the tire or make a reasonable allowance on a service-rendered basis measured according to
treat wear. Off-the-Highway repairs of our manufacture are warranted for a period of six (6) months from
date of manufacture, regardless of length of time in service.
Foam / Solid Recap Warranty
Recapped Foam Fill and Solid tires are warranted through first 10% of tread wear, regardless of age or
length of time in service. If casing / core fails after first 10% of tread wear, there is no warranty.
New Solid Warranty
The New Solid tires are to be free from defects in workmanship and material. We assume no liability for
Foam (TYRFIL) in tires which we retread. We assume no liability on tires rejected after having been buffed.
Return Policy
Returns must have prior approval. Special orders are not returnable. Minimum 10% restocking fee.
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